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ABSTRACT
Because of the diffraction resolution barrier, optical microscopes have so far failed in visualizing the mitochondrial cristae, that is, the folds
of the inner membrane of this 200 to 400 nm diameter sized tubular organelle. Realizing a ∼30 nm isotropic subdiffraction resolution in
isoSTED fluorescence nanoscopy, we have visualized these essential structures in the mitochondria of intact cells. We find a pronounced
heterogeneity in the cristae arrangements even within individual mitochondrial tubules.

Mitochondria are the powerhouses of all eukaryotic cells.
In most cell types, they exist as a dynamic reticulum of
long, thin, and branched tubules that spread throughout
the cytoplasm of the cell (Figure 1a). Light microscopy
has been central to the study of the overall shape and the
dynamical behavior of these mitochondrial networks.1,2
However, all we know about the inner architecture of
mitochondria is from electron microscopy, which in the
1950s and 1960s revealed that these organelles assume a
tubular shape with an outer and an inner membrane.3
Typically, mitochondria have a diameter of 200-400 nm,
which corresponds to about a third of the light wavelength.
Within this narrow space, the highly convoluted inner
membrane folds into cristae, which host the oxidative
phosphorylation system that is pivotal to the generation of
energy in the cell.4 Optical microscopy has failed in
visualizing cristae because discerning details smaller than
half the wavelength of light (λ ) 400-800 nm) has been
precluded by diffraction.
In the recent past, physical concepts emerged for
overcoming the diffraction resolution barrier in lens-based
fluorescence microscopy. Having provided three-dimensional (3D) resolution on the nanoscale, these fluorescence
nanoscopy methods, namely, stimulated emission depletion
(STED),5,6 photoactivation localization,7 and stochastic optical reconstruction8 microscopy have all been successfully
applied to imaging mitochondria. Yet the visualization of
the cristae, the arguably most challenging structural element
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Figure 1. (a) Overview on the mitochondrial network of a PtK2
(kangaroo rat) cell. The mitochondria were labeled with antibodies
against the TOM-complex (green) and the microtubule cytoskeleton
with antibodies against β-tubulin (red). The nucleus was labeled
with DAPI (blue). (b) Sketch comparing the dimensions of a
mitochondrial tubule (left) with the confocal (middle) and the
isoSTED focal volume (right), drawn to scale. (c) Mitochondria
labeled for the outer membrane with antibodies specific for the
TOM complex imaged with a confocal microsope (left) or the
isoSTED nanoscope (right). The isoSTED raw data were mathematically deconvolved using a maximum likelihood expectation
maximization algorithm. Scale bars: 10 µm (a) and 500 nm (c).

within an organelle for far-field microscopy, has remained
elusive.
To visualize the cristae in mitochondria of physically
intact cells, we utilized a beam-scanning isoSTED nanoscope9 featuring a nearly spherical (isotropic) focal spot
of fluorescence of ∼30 nm diameter, corresponding to
∼1/26 of the responsible wavelength of 775 nm. The
effective focus was produced by overlapping the excitation
spot of two opposing high NA (1.46) oil immersion lenses
with a hollow sphere of light for switching off the
fluorescence by STED. The resulting focal volume was
by about 3 orders of magnitude smaller than that of
confocal microscopy and 2-3 times smaller than the
volume reported previously (see Supporting Information
for more details).9 Comparison of the dimensions of a
mitochondrial tubule with that of the focal volume of a
confocal microscope and the isoSTED nanoscope directly
indicates that the isoSTED focal volume is sufficiently
sharp to reveal details of the mitochondrial interior,
whereas the large confocal volume would result in a
blurred image (Figure 1b).
The noninvasive all-optical approach of an isoSTED
nanoscope, which in essence can be operated like a beamscanning confocal microscope, allowed us to arbitrarily
address any plane inside the cell. To estimate the
advantage of the ∼30 nm isotropic resolution, we first
imaged mitochondria labeled for the translocase of the
outer membrane of mitochondria (TOM) complex. Whereas
the confocal image fails to provide any details, the
isoSTED image reveals individual TOM complexes on the
mitochondrial outer membrane (Figure 1c).
To label its run, the mitochondrial inner membrane was
marked by immunocytochemistry, attaching fluorophore
antibodies labeled with the fluorophore KK11410 to one
of the major protein complexes of the oxidative phosphorylation system within the inner membrane, the
F1FoATPase. Scanning the tiny isoSTED spot of fluorescence generation through the equatorial plane of a
mitochondrion in a cell, embedded in a medium of 97%
(v/v) TDE in PBS,11 clearly delineated the flow of the
inner membrane (Figure 2a-c), disclosing cristae as
pronounced substructures inside these organelles. Note that
because of their strong three-dimensional folding in space
the ∼30 nm 3D resolution was essential to discern these
features.
In general, we found heterogeneous cristae arrangements
even within a single mitochondrial tubule (Figure 2a-c).
Regions of stacked cristae lamellae alternated with relatively
large regions of up to ∼105 nm2, which were devoid of
cristae. The optical sectioning capability of the nanoscope
was especially evident when the mitochondrial tubule crossed
the optical plane (Figure 2c). In this case, only the cristae in
the focal plane are visible, whereas the fluorescence signals
from the remaining mitochondrion are suppressed. In most
cases the cristae were perpendicular to the direction of the
mitochondrial tubule, but cristae running along the longitudinal axis of the tubule were also observed, underscoring
that the arrangement of cristae is highly variable within the
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Figure 2. IsoSTED nanoscopy images recorded of mitochondria
in the interior of an intact cell revealing the arrangements of cristae.
The mitochondrial inner membrane was labeled with antibodies
directed against the F1FoATPase. (a-c) Wild type PtK2 cells. (a)
Overview and (b) close-up of mitochondria recorded at their
equatorial planes. (c) Image of a mitochondrion crossing the focal
plane. The brackets indicate regions in which the cristae are
perpendicularly oriented to the longitudinal axis of the organelle,
whereas the arrowheads point to inner-mitochondrial regions devoid
of cristae. (d) Mitochondria of a cell depleted for the protein
mitofilin, which controls cristae morphology; the distribution of
the F1FoATPase is altered as a result. The isoSTED raw data were
mathematically deconvolved using a maximum likelihood expectation maximization algorithm. Scale bars: 500 nm. The thickness
of the all-optical section is about 30 nm.

mitochondria of a single cell. In some tubules, the stacked
cristae arrangements extended over several hundred nanometers.
Next, we imaged the distribution of the F1FoATPase in
mitochondria of cells in which the expression of the
mitochondrial protein mitofilin was down regulated by
specific small hairpin RNAs (shRNAs). Mitofilin has
previously been shown to control cristae morphology.12
We find that in mitofilin-depleted cells the distribution of
the F1FoATPase is strongly altered. After mitofilin shRNA
transfection, this protein complex is frequently found in
large clusters at the rim of the mitochondria and regular
cristae are only rarely observed (Figure 2d), fully corroborating the view that depletion of mitofilin results in a
disorganized inner membrane.
Finally we mention that numerous severe human
diseases are caused by defects in the assembly of the
oxidative phosphorylation system in the cristae.13 The
ability to visualize these central structural elements of
mitochondria with a beam-scanning light microscope using
conventional lenses now paves the way for quantifying
their 3D dynamics and that of mitochondrial protein
supercomplexes in living cells.
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